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Abstract
Absolute and relative perturbation bounds are derived for angles between invariant
subspaces of complex square matrices, in the two-norm and in the Frobenius norm. The
absolute bounds can be considered extensions of Davis and Kahan’s sin h theorem to
general matrices and invariant subspaces of any dimension. The relative bounds are the
most general relative bounds for invariant subspaces because they place no restrictions
on the matrix or the perturbation. When the perturbed subspace has dimension one, the
relative bound is implied by the absolute bound. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
The goal is to derive bounds on the angle between an invariant subspace of a
complex square matrix and a perturbed subspace. Two types of bounds will be
derived, absolute and relative.
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Example 1. Let
A 
a
b
c
0@ 1A
be a diagonal matrix of order 3 with distinct eigenvalues a, b and c. An
eigenvector associated with eigenvalue c is 0 0 1T, where the superscript de-
notes the transpose.
Let
A E1 
a  
b 
c
0@ 1A
be a perturbed matrix with the same eigenvalues as A. An eigenvector of A E1
associated with eigenvalue c is

cÿ a

cÿ b

 1
 
cÿ b 1
T
:
The dierence between exact and perturbed eigenvector depends on =cÿ a
and =cÿ b. This suggests that the sine of their angle can be bounded in
terms of
kE1k=minfjcÿ aj; jcÿ bjg; 1:1
as kE1k  Ojj.
Now consider the perturbed matrix
A E2 
a a a
b b
c
0@ 1A;
again with the same eigenvalues as A. An eigenvector of A E2 associated with
eigenvalue c is
a
cÿ a
b
cÿ b

 1

b
cÿ b 1

:
The dierence between the two eigenvectors depends on a=cÿ a and
b=cÿ b. This suggests that the sine of their angle can be bounded in terms of
kAÿ1E2k=min jcÿ ajjaj ;
jcÿ bj
jbj
 
; 1:2
as kAÿ1E2k  Ojj.
The bound (1.1) is an absolute bound and minfjcÿ aj; jcÿ bjg is an absolute
eigenvalue separation, while (1.2) is a relative bound and
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min
jcÿ aj
jaj ;
jcÿ bj
jbj
 
is a relative eigenvalue separation.
For a perturbed matrix A E we derive absolute and relative bounds on the
angle between a true and a perturbed subspace, in the two-norm and in the
Frobenius norm. The absolute bounds contain kEk and an absolute separation,
while the relative bounds contain kAÿ1Ek and a relative separation. This
means, absolute bounds measure sensitivity with regard to perturbations E,
while the relative bounds measure sensitivity with regard to perturbations
Aÿ1E. The estimates provided by the two types of bounds can be very dierent.
Which bound to use depends on the matrix and on the perturbation.
Among relative bounds for subspaces, the bounds presented here are the
most general because they place no restriction on the original matrix A (other
than non-singularity), the perturbation E, or the dimensions of the subspaces.
They demonstrate the following:
1. Relative bounds for invariant subspaces always exist, for any non-singular
matrix A and any perturbation E. In this sense relative bounds appear to
be no more special than absolute bounds.
2. When the perturbed eigenspace has dimension one, the relative bound can
be derived from the absolute bound. Hence relative bounds are not neces-
sarily stronger than absolute bounds.
After stating the problem in Section 2, we derive in Section 3 absolute and
relative bounds that make no reference to any basis, and we show that the
absolute bound implies the relative bound when the perturbed subspace has
dimension one. In Section 4 the bounds are expressed in terms of subspace
bases. In Section 5 diagonalizable matrices are considered and the separations
are expressed in terms of eigenvalues.
Notation. I is the identity matrix; k  k2 is the two-norm; k  kF the Frobenius
norm; and k  k stands for both norms. The conjugate transpose of a matrix A
is A; and Ay is its Moore–Penrose inverse. The condition number with respect
to inversion of a full-rank matrix Y is jY   kY k2kY yk2.
2. Statement of the problem
Let A be a complex square matrix. A subspace S is an invariant subspace of
A if Ax 2 S for every x 2S [7, Section 1.1; 14, Section I.3.4]. Applications
involving invariant subspaces are given in [7].
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Let the perturbed matrix A E have an invariant subspaceS^, whose di-
mension may be dierent from that of S. The gap or distance between S and
S^ is defined as [2, p. 202; 7, Section 13.1] kPS ÿ P^k, where PS is the orthogonal
projector onto S, and P^ is the orthogonal projector onto S^. In the two-norm
one has [2, Exercise VII.1.11; 19, Section 1]
kPS ÿ P^k2  kP P^k2;
where P is the orthogonal projector onto S?. In the Frobenius norm [2, p. 202]
implies
kPS ÿ P^k2F  2kP P^k2F  dim S ÿ dim S^:
This means, to bound kPS ÿ P^k it suces to bound kP P^k. When
dimS  dimS^, the singular values of P P^ are the sines of the principal an-
gles between S and S^ [8, Section 12.4.3; 14, Theorem I.5.5]. Therefore we set
(see also [19, Section 1])
sin H  P P^ :
The goal in this paper is to bound k sin Hk, where k  k is the two-norm or the
Frobenius norm.
3. Bounds without subspace bases
Absolute and relative perturbation bounds are derived for invariant sub-
spaces of complex square matrices. The purpose is to show that there are
bounds that make no reference to subspace bases and to provide a unifying
framework for all subsequent bounds.
Since S? is an invariant subspace of A [14, Theorem V.1.1], the associated
projector P satisfies [7, (1.5.5); 9, Theorem 5.8.4]
PA  PAP ; A EP^  P^ A EP^ : 3:1
The absolute bound is expressed in terms of an absolute separation between
A and A E,
abssep  abssepfA;AEg  minkZk1;PZP^Z kPAZ ÿ ZA EP^k:
Theorem 3.1. If abssep > 0 then
k sin Hk6 kEk=abssep:
Proof. Let X^ be a matrix whose columns span S^, so S^  rangeX^ . Then there
exists a unique matrix B^ such that [14, Theorem I.3.9]
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A EX^  X^ B^:
Multiply on the left by P and on the right by X^ y and use the fact that P^  X^ X^ y
[14, Theorem III.1.3], then
ÿPEP^  PAP^ ÿ PX^ B^X^ y  PAP^ ÿ PA EP^ :
From (3.1) follows
ÿPEP^  PA sin Hÿ sin HA EP^ ;
and sin H  P sin HP^ implies
kEkP kPEP^kP abssepk sin Hk: 
The relative bound is expressed in terms of a relative separation between A
and A E,
relsep  relsepfA;AEg  minkZk1;PZP^Z kPA
ÿ1PAZ ÿ ZA EP^ k;
provided A is non-singular.
Theorem 3.2. If A is non-singular and relsep > 0 then
k sin Hk6 kAÿ1Ek=relsep:
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, A EX^  X^ B^ for some B^, and
P^  X^ X^ y. Multiply A EX^  X^ B^ on the left by PAÿ1 and on the right by X^ y,
ÿPAÿ1EP^  P P^ ÿ PAÿ1X^ B^X^ y  sin Hÿ PAÿ1A EP^ :
Then (3.1) implies
ÿPAÿ1EP^  sin Hÿ PAÿ1 sin HA EP^
 PAÿ1PA sin Hÿ PAÿ1 sin HA EP^
 PAÿ1PA sin Hÿ sin HA EP^ 
and sin H  P sin HP^ implies
kAÿ1EkP kPAÿ1EP^kP relsepk sin Hk: 
Theorem 3.2 shows that relative subspace perturbation bounds exist for any
non-singular matrix.
It is now shown that the absolute bound implies the relative bound when the
perturbed subspace has dimension one. Since X^ consists of only one column,
and B^ is a scalar one can write instead
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A Ex^  k^x^:
Using P^  x^x^=x^x^, (3.1) and PZP^  Z one can express Theorem 3.1 as
sin H6 kEk=abssep; where abssep  min
kZk1
kP Aÿ k^IZk;
and Theorem 3.2 as
sin H6 kAÿ1Ek=relsep; where relsep  min
kZk1
kPAÿ1Aÿ k^IZk:
Theorem 3.3. If S^ has dimension one then Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem 3.2.
Proof. A Ex^  k^x^ implies  ~A ~Ex^  x^, where
~A  k^Aÿ1; ~E  ÿAÿ1E:
Note that ~A and ~A ~E are associated with the same projectors P and P^ , re-
spectively, as A and A E.
Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem 3.2 because applying the absolute bound to
 ~A ~Ex^  1  x^ yields the relative bound. In particular, the norm in abssep is
kP  ~Aÿ 1  IZk  kP k^Aÿ1 ÿ IZk  kPAÿ1Aÿ k^IZk;
which is equal to the norm in relsep. 
Since the relative bound is derived by means of the absolute bound one
cannot necessarily conclude that relative perturbation bounds are stronger
than absolute bounds. However there are classes of matrices and perturbations
where relative bounds can be much sharper than absolute bounds.
Example 2. Consider a special case of Example 1, where
A 
10ÿk
2  10ÿk
10k;
0@ 1A; k > 0:
Suppose S  range1 0 0T is approximated by the subspace associated with
the smallest eigenvalue k^  10ÿk of
A E 
10ÿk
10ÿk 2  10ÿk
10k 10k 10k;
0@ 1A
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where  > 0. In this case
S?  range
0 0
1 0
0 1
0@ 1A; P  0 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
0@ 1A:
The absolute bound contains
P Aÿ k^I 
0 0 0
0 10ÿk 0
0 0 10k ÿ 10ÿk
0@ 1A:
Hence in the two-norm abssep  10ÿk. Since kEk2  10k, the absolute bound is
k sin Hk26 kEk2=abssep  102k:
In contrast, the relative bound contains
PAÿ1Aÿ k^I 
0 0 0
0 1
2
0
0 0 1ÿ 10ÿ2k
0@ 1A:
Hence in the two-norm relsep  1. Since kAÿ1Ek2  , the relative bound is
k sin Hk26 kAÿ1Ek2=relsep  :
In this case the relative bound is sharper by a factor of 102k than the absolute
bound.
4. Bounds with subspace bases
The absolute and relative bounds from the previous section are expressed in
terms of subspace bases.
Let Y and X^ be respective bases for S? and S^, that is,
S?  rangeY ; Y yY  I ; Y A  BY 
for some B, and
S^  rangeX^ ; X^ yX^  I ; A EX^  X^ B^
for some B^. Let Y  QR and X^  Q^R^ be QR decompositions where the columns
of Q and Q^ are orthonormal bases for S? and S^, respectively. Then
QA  RÿBRQ; A EQ^  Q^R^B^R^ÿ1: 4:1
The absolute separation is expressed in terms of
abssepF ;G  min
kZk1
kFZ ÿ ZGk;
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which is the same as the separation defined in [14, Theorem V.2.1]. The fol-
lowing bound shows that this separation is weaker than the corresponding
separation abssep in Section 3.
Theorem 4.1. In Theorem 3.1
abssep P abssepRÿBR; R^B^R^ÿ1;
hence
k sin Hk6 kEk=abssepRÿBR; R^B^R^ÿ1:
Proof. Let Z0 attain the minimum in abssep, i.e.,
abssep  kPAZ0 ÿ Z0A EP^k; kZ0k  1; PZ0P^  Z0:
Then P  QQ, P^  Q^Q^ and (4.1) imply
abssep  kQRÿBRQZ0 ÿ Z0Q^R^B^R^ÿ1Q^k
 kRÿBRQZ0Q^ ÿ QZ0Q^R^B^R^ÿ1k:
From kQZ0Q^k  kPZ0Q^k  kZ0k  1 follows
abssep P abssepRÿBR; R^B^R^ÿ1: 
The relative separation is expressed in terms of
relsepF ;G  min
kZk1
kF ÿ1FZ ÿ ZGk:
Again, this separation is weaker than the corresponding separation relsep in
Section 3, as the result below shows.
Theorem 4.2. In Theorem 3.2
relsep P relsepRÿBR; R^B^R^ÿ1;
hence
k sin Hk6 kAÿ1Ek=relsepRÿBR; R^B^R^ÿ1:
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. 
For instance, in the special case when the columns of Y and X^ are already
orthonormal one can choose R  I and R^  I , and the bounds in Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 simplify,
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k sin Hk6 kEk=abssepB; B^; k sin Hk6 kAÿ1Ek=relsepB; B^:
A result in the same spirit as the absolute bound is [14, Theorem V.2.1].
To prepare for the next section, we remove information about the basis from
the separation. Let jF   kF k2kF ÿ1k2 be a two-norm condition number with
respect to inversion. Since
abssepRÿBR; R^B^R^ÿ1P abssepB; B^
jY jX^ 
[14, p. 245, Problem 1], one gets
k sin Hk6 jY jX^ kEk=abssepB; B^: 4:2
Similarly,
relsepRÿBR; R^B^R^ÿ1P relsepB; B^
jY jX^ 
leads to
k sin Hk6 jY jX^ kAÿ1Ek=relsepB; B^: 4:3
5. (Partially) diagonalizable matrices
The bounds (4.2) and (4.3) are expressed in terms of eigenvalues.
Let A and A E be partially diagonalizable, in the sense that B and B^ are
diagonal. To make this clear, write
Y A  KY ; A EX^  X^ K^;
with K and K^ diagonal. We use the notation
min
k2K;k^2K^
jkÿ k^j and min
k2K;k^2K^
jkÿ k^j
jkj ;
where the minima range over all diagonal elements k of K and all diagonal
elements k^ of K^.
Inequalities (4.2) and (4.3) readily lead to Frobenius norm bounds.
Theorem 5.1. If K and K^ are diagonal then
k sin HkF6 jY jX^ kEkF= min
k2K;k^2K^
jkÿ k^j:
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If, in addition, A is non-singular, then
k sin HkF6 jY jX^ kAÿ1EkF= min
k2K;k^2K^
jkÿ k^j
jkj :
Proof. The absolute bound follows from the fact that [14, p. 245, Problem 3] .
abssepFK; K^  min
k2K;k^2K^
jkÿ k^j;
see also [14, p. 245, Problem 4]. With regard to the relative bound,
kZ ÿ Kÿ1ZK^k2F 
X
i;j
1
 ÿ k^jki

2
jzijj2 P min
i;j
1
 ÿ k^jki

2
kZk2F
implies
relsepFK; K^P min
k2K;k^2K^
jkÿ k^j
jkj : 
In the particular case when dim S^  1, the absolute bound in Theorem 5.1
reduces to [6, Theorem 3.1].
One can convert the Frobenius norm bounds in Theorem 5.1 to the two-
norm. Let n be the order of A and use the fact that kEkF6

n
p kEk2 [8, (2.3.7)].
Corollary 5.2. If K and K^ are diagonal then
k sin Hk26

n
p
jY jX^ kEk2= min
k2K;k^2K^
jkÿ k^j:
If, in addition, A is non-singular, then
k sin Hk26

n
p
jY jX^ kAÿ1Ek2= min
k2K; k^2K^
jkÿ k^j
jkj :
The absolute bound above is essentially [17, Theorem 2.2].
The factor

n
p
can be removed if the eigenvalues are more strongly sepa-
rated. Set
da  maxfmin
k2K
jkj ÿmax
k^2K^
jk^j;min
k^2K^
jk^j ÿmax
k2K
jkjg
and
dr  max mink2K jkj ÿmaxk^2K^ jk^j
mink2K jkj ;
mink^2K^ jk^j ÿmaxk2K jkj
mink^2K^ jk^j
( )
:
In this case (4.2) and (4.3) imply the following two-norm bounds.
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Theorem 5.3. If da > 0 then
k sin Hk26 jY jX^ kEk2=da:
If, in addition, A is non-singular, then
k sin Hk26 jY jX^ kAÿ1Ek2=dr:
When A and A E are normal, the above absolute bound represents one of
Davis and Kahan’s sin h Theorems [3, Section 6; 4, Section 2].
Quite a few relative bounds have been derived for invariant eigenspaces of
Hermitian matrices and Hermitian perturbations, for instance [1,5,10–13,
15,16,18]. For particular perturbations these bounds can be tighter than the ones
presented here because they exploit the Hermitian structure, and many are in-
variant under congruence transformations and grading. However, the bounds
here are the most general because they place no restrictions on the original matrix
A or the perturbation E, and they are simple and easy to interpret.
In the context of multiplicative perturbations, where the perturbed matrix is
expressed as D1AD2, relative two-norm perturbation bounds for invariant
subspaces of diagonalizable matrices are derived in [6].
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